We estimate the top quark, lightest sparticle (LSP) and scalar higgs masses within a supersymmetric grand unified framework in which tan β ≃ m t /m b and the electroweak symmetry is radiatively broken. The requirement that the calculated b quark mass lie close to its measured value, together with the cosmological constraint Ω LSP ≈ 1, fixes the top quark mass to be m t (m t ) ≈ 170±15 GeV . The LSP (of bino purity 
The lower bounds on the masses of the top quark and the scalar higgs of the standard model now stand at 113 GeV [1] and 60 GeV [2] respectively.
Estimates of the top quark mass based on a global analyses of the electroweak data suggest the value 150 +19+15 −24−20 GeV [3] . This approach does not, however, provide any precise indication of where the higgs mass may lie, and an answer almost certainly requires an extension of the standard model. Presumably supersymmetry is the way to go, but the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [4] introduces two new parameters in the scalar higgs sector, usually parameterized as m A (the tree level mass of the CP-odd scalar boson) and tan β (the ratio of the two vacuum expectation values (vevs), needed to provide masses to up-type and down-type quarks). Knowing m A and tan β allows one to estimate the tree level masses of the scalar higgs sector of MSSM. An important challenge to the model builder therefore is to find a framework in which something definite can be said about these as well as a number of other undetermined parameters of MSSM.
It has been emphasized [5, 6] that embedding the MSSM in grand unified theories (GUTs) based on gauge groups such as SO (10) or SU(3) c ×SU(3) L × SU(3) R (but not SU(5)!) can constrain tan β to a region close to m t /m b ≫ 1.
With m A > ∼ m Z , as suggested by the decay b → sγ, one readily understands in this scheme why no higgs scalar has been found at LEPI. The tree level mass of the lighter CP-even scalar mass is approximately M Z , and radiative corrections can increase it further. In order to estimate the latter one needs a reliable estimate of the top quark mass, a quantity closely related to the important issue of radiative electroweak breaking [7] .
It was first pointed out in [5] that with tan β ≈ m t /m b , the require-ment that m b (m b ) = 4.25 ± 0.10 GeV also helps constrain the top mass within a relatively narrow range. This has subsequently been refined by several authors [8] , and the results can be summarized as follows. With α s (M Z ) = 0.115 ± 0.005 and requiring that m b (m b ) ≈ 4.25 ± 0.10 GeV , the top mass satisfies 155 GeV < ∼ m t (m t ) < ∼ 200 GeV . As we will see, the radiative breaking scenario, coupled with the constraint Ω LSP , imposes a somewhat more stringent upper bound on the top mass, to wit, m t (m t ) < ∼ 185 GeV . That is, we expect m t (m t ) to be in the 155 − 185 GeV range.
In this paper we refine and extend the discussion of ref. [6] to a point where several crucial mass parameters, including the top quark, LSP and scalar higgs masses, can be reliably predicted. An essential new ingredient is the constraint that the LSP contribution to the energy density of the universe be cosmologically significant, Ω LSP ≈ 1. The simplest scenario of large scale structure formation (with a Harrison-Zeldovich spectrum of primordial density fluctuations) to survive after COBE is based on the idea that the dark matter is a mixture of cold and hot components [9] . Roughly 65-70% of the matter is cold, 25-30% is hot, and the rest resides in the baryons. We therefore require that the LSP makes a substantial, if not the sole, contribution to the cold component. We find that consistency between radiative electroweak breaking and the constraint Ω LSP (10) and
In SO (10), for instance, the requirements that the third family charged fermions acquire masses primarily from the coupling 16 × 16 × 10 [5] , and that the dominant components of the light Higgs doublet pair come from the 10 plet, lead to the (asymptotic) relation
The starting point of our computation is the estimation of the unification scale through integration of the one-loop renormalization group equations (RGE) for the gauge couplings. Note that the susy renormalization group equations are switched on above the scale Q 0 (∼ 1 T eV ), which is comparable to the squark masses. Knowing M X and the unified gauge coupling α G , we proceed to scan the parameter space by varying the boundary values of the various quantities M1 2 (universal gaugino mass), m 0 (universal scalar mass), A (universal tri-linear scalar coupling) and h (unified Yukawa coupling). The quantity tan β is computed at Q 0 , using the measured value m τ (m τ ) = 1.78 GeV . Our analysis is based on the use of the renormalization group improved tree level scalar potential whose relevant part takes the standard form [4, 7] 
Here the various parameters are evolved according to one loop RGE from M X to Q 0 . It has been pointed out in the literature that a quantitative discussion of the electroweak breaking requires the full one-loop effective potential. However, a reasonable estimate is obtained with V 0 if Q 0 is chosen to be comparable to the stop (sbottom) masses [11] which translates to
The spontaneous breaking of the electroweak gauge symmetry imposes the constraint
Furthermore, the boundedness of the scalar potential yields
Another possible constraint at scale Q 0 is provided by the requirement [12] 
where m is the squared mass of the (third family) SU(2) L slepton doublet.
Although this is derived within the framework of the renormalization group improved tree level scalar potential, it has been argued in [11] that eq. (4) is ineffective once account is taken of the fact that eq. (1) is only trustable if the one loop radiative corrections are sufficiently small. Consequently, in what follows, we will ignore the constraint in eq. (4) [In contrast to our earlier work, ref. [6] , in which (4) was kept and we found m t (m t ) < ∼ 160 GeV ]. It follows from the relation at Q 0 , we can determine µ 2 (Q 0 ) from the approximate relation
This can be used to estimate µ 
Note that B ≡ µ 2 3 /µ is then also determined. The appropriate one loop renormalization group equations for the relevant quantities are well known [7] and will not be given here. Following the conventions of the last reference in [7] , the signs of the Yukawa couplings (h t , h b , h τ ) and of µ are taken to be positive. The mass spectrum could still display dependence on the signs of tan β, M1 2 and A. It follows from eqs. (5), (6) and (7) that the quantity B(Q 0 ) is sensitive to the sign of tan β. However, the magnitude of B(Q 0 ) always turns out to be small enough, so that this dependence is not significant for our purposes. Similarly, even though the neutralino, chargino and sfermion mass matrices [4] display some dependence on the sign of tan β, it turns out to be not very significant. We will therefore assume that tan β > 0. Furthermore, our analysis shows that deviations of A(M X ) from zero can never be large, so that the bounds depend on A(M X ) only in a minor way. With A(M X ) ≈ 0, the sparticle spectrum is unchanged Note that in this work we will take α s (M Z ) in the range 0.11 to 0.12.
Next we discuss the role played by cosmological considerations in restricting the value of m t (m t ). As argued above, as h increases the value of M 
GeV , the LSP essentially consists of the bino with a small ( < ∼ 2%) higgsino component (Fig. 2) . According to Ref. [10] , the bino mass should be below 350 GeV in order that Ω LSP does not exceed unity, which means that the common gaugino mass at M X should not exceed ∼ 800 GeV . In order to explain the shape of the curve determining m max h • (Fig. 4) , we first draw attention to the fact that a sufficiently large value of m A is needed to ensure that the lighter (CP-even) higgs h
• receives a substantial part of the radiative corrections to the tree-level relations in the presence of large Yukawa couplings (see Fig. 3 ). [Recall that the lightest higgs receives substantial corrections only in the "Weinberg-Salam" limit,
This explains, for 'sufficiently small' m t (m t ), the near linear rise in m max h • (Fig.  4) . However, for m t (m t ) > ∼ 180 GeV , the parameter space rapidly shrinks and m max A declines sharply (Fig. 5) . As a result, the radiative corrections to the mass of the lightest higgs begin to diminish in importance, and finally m for the lower range of allowed m t (m t )) and receives the larger share of the radiative corrections. Thus, m max H • reaches a minimum as m t (m t ) increases and then rises (Fig. 5) .
In order to bound m h • from below we note that a lower bound on m A more stringent than from the LEP data is obtained from considerations of the decay b → sγ. The CLEO collaboration [15] has recently reported the first observation of this process at a rate consistent with the standard model estimates. For a top quark mass of 150 GeV , theoretical estimates [16] Fig. 3 ).
To conclude, the MSSM raises many more questions than it answers.
We have argued that a supergravity/grand unified approach in which tan β is close to m t /m b provides an attractive and perhaps even the most predictive extension. Indeed, we are able to shed light on a number of the most fundamental parameters of MSSM. This includes a rather precise de- 
